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WHAT'S UP AT UP YONDA FARM

Discovery Series
We’re so excited to be offering a Discovery Series this summer in partnership

with the Lake George Land Conservancy and the Town of Bolton! Learners

young and old are invited to join us on themed hikes in May through October

all over Bolton. Hike space is limited, so register for your top choices early!

 

Junior Naturalist
The Spring Junior Naturalist

Workbook is available to complete,

and is due on Thursday, June 21.

When your child has completed

what is age appropriate for them,

send us some pictures or copies of

their work, and we’ll send them the

Winter Junior Naturalist pin and a

certificate!

Naturalist Snapshot
Our popular 15-minute "drop-in"

programs will continue on

weekends, keep an eye on our

website and social media pages

for the Naturalist Snapshot

schedule, and our schedule of

hour long public programs!



May Events
Saturday, May 7

Discovery Series - Vernal Pools

Have you ever visited springtime temporary pools that host all sorts of

forest life? Join a Naturalist for a walk to some of Godwin’s vernal pools

to examine what types of amphibians make these part of their life cycle.

Pre-registration required.

 

Saturday, May 14

Neature Hike

There's so much neat stuff out in nature, join a Naturalist to see some of it

on a one mile hike to the Lake George Vista. Pre-registration required

online, $5 per person

 

Wednesday, May 18 

Homeschool

This month we'll be focusing on Water! All age groups will learn about the

water cycle, and the many ways we use water in our lives. Additional fee

$5, pre-registration required.

 

Saturday, May 28

Discovery Series - Beavers

Beavers are called ecosystem engineers for a reason! Check out a real

beaver pond and lodge, and try your hand at making your own miniature

version during a hands-on activity. Pre-registration required.

 

Saturday, June 4

Discovery Series - Leave No Trace & Stewardship

The Adirondacks is a unique and special place that we can all work

together to protect. Learn about the best practices for outdoor

recreation and some of the history behind the Adirondack Park. Pre-

registration required. 



 Know the Regulations: Since the main cause of a herping decline is human impact, there

are rules and regulations in place to protect these organisms. Before you head out to herp,

brush up on your county, state, and property laws. If you reside in New York, check the

NYSDEC’s NYS Amphibians and Reptiles page for information about some of the do’s and

don’ts of herping. 

 Don’t Interfere with the Process: While there are some specific reasons to interfere (such as

helping them cross a busy road where they could get run over), for the most part, leave the

organisms to their routine. While many people opt to pick up logs or other things where

amphibians may be hiding, it is essential to place whatever you picked up back in its original

position to ensure nothing is changed too drastically. 

 Sharing is Not Necessarily Caring: While you may not be able to see them, viruses,

bacteria, and other harmful organisms are often left behind as you walk. To prevent this from

happening, make sure to disinfect your hiking shoes and any other gear you may have that will

come into contact with the environment. The best way to do this is to create a

decontamination solution such as 4% bleach. 

 Stick to Taking Photos: Even though you may want to, it is best to leave these organisms out

in the wild; resort to taking photos or videos to document your time spent herping. Herps tend

to have very specific needs which often cannot be replicated inside a home or other captive

environments. Most organisms also cannot be returned to the wild after they’ve been captured

as well. 

       Since the equinox has passed and most snow has turned to rain, herping season is officially

underway. The suffix “herp” comes from the Greek root “herpit” which directly translates to

“creeping”. 

       Herping is a hobby where people watch amphibians (such as frogs, toads, and salamanders)

as they come out of their hibernative states to cross roads, paths, and highways to bodies of

water to begin their reproduction process. 

       Herping is an incredibly easy hobby to get into for it requires little to no equipment and, if

done correctly, has very little impact on the environment and/or the amphibians themselves. 

 Even so, there is still a high risk of causing some form of destruction to the habitats these

organisms call home, so if you plan on participating in this fascinating event, here are some tips

from Cornell Wildlife Health Lab to ensure a safe and controlled herping season:

1.

2.

3.

4.

       Now that you know the ins and outs of herping, make sure to keep these rules in mind as you

head out this season. Have fun, be safe, and remember to treat the organisms and environment

with respect and care. If you want to get more involved, check out amphibian migrations and road

crossings on the NYS DEC website!

What the Heck is Herping?
By Isabel S.


